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JOHN BEATY III AND SOME OF HIS 
DESCENDANTS 
By C.B. Berry 
From time to time, the Independent 
Republic Quarterly features a sketch on families 
of Conway and Horry County. Many of these 
families can trace their ancestry to a single 
ancest~r and this record, while being far from 
complete, can assist is showing how this can be 
done. John Beaty III, was the third person of 
this name in America, and prominent in the life 
of Conway which was early referred to as 
Kingston and Conwayboro. 
He served as Justice of the Quorum for 
Horry District, Clerk of Court for General 
Sessions and Common Pleas and as Sheriff for 
four years. He married Elizabeth Mary Prince, 
born about 1763, daughter of Nicholas Prince. 
Issue: 
a. Rebecca Beaty m. John Baxter Conway, 
son of General Robert Conway (See IRQ Vol. 1, 
No. 4, for record) 
1. b Sarah Jane Beaty 
2. c Rev. John Hanson Beaty 
d Elizabeth Beaty, unm. 
3. e Rev. Thomas Akin Beaty 
4. f Margaret Beaty 
5. g James S. Beaty 
6. h Mary Harriet Beaty 
1. Sarah Jane Beaty (Feb. 26, 1791 - Sept. 
1881) m. Joshua S. Norman. Issue: 
7. a Charlotte Norman 
8. b Frances Norman 
9. c Margaret Norman 
10. d James Henry Norman 
2. John Hanson Beaty (Oct. 31, 1793 - Sept. 
11, 1867) was known as "Uncle Jacky". He first 
married Susannah Dicks. Issue: 
11. a. Bethel Durant Beaty 
b. Sarah Jane Beaty m. Major Thomas H. 
Holmes 
12. c. Susannah Dicks Beaty 
John Hanson Beaty m. 2 Lucy W. Booth 
(Nov. 20, 1801 - Sept. 11, 1867) - widow 
Dorman, and had: 
13. d. Martha Ann Beaty 
e. Elizabeth L. Beaty m. Isaac Martin (Issue) 
f. James G. Beaty (Killed in Conf. War); m. 
Mary Kirton (Issue) 
14. g. Thomas M. Beaty 
h. Juliana R. Beaty m. Benjamin B. 
McCracken 
i. Samuel Stevenson Beaty m. Mary Ellen 
Burroughs (Issue) 
j. John M. Beaty, d. Conf. War, m. Margaret 
Anderson (Issue) 
k. Cornelius Sarvis Beaty m.l. Orilla L. King; 
m. 2 Louisa Sarvis. (Issue) 
3. Thomas Akin Beaty (Oct. 14, 1798 - Oct. 
17, 1853), Methodist Minister, m. Feb. 13, 1825 
Dorcas (Chestnut) Johnson (March 3, 1791 -
July 12, 1875). Issue:. 
15. a. Thomas Wilson Beaty 
16. b. Margaret Dorcas Beaty 
17. c. John Robinson Beaty 
d. Mary Fletcher Beaty m. Jackson Jones 
e . Martha M. Beaty m. Jones 
18. f. James Congdon Beaty 
g. Annah Beaty d. inf. 
19. h. Angelina Shaw Beaty 
4. Margaret Beaty m. John Anderson, 
resided in Waccamw Neck, Georgetown County. 
Issue: 
a. William L. Anderson m. Juliana Conway 
(See IRQ Vol. 1 No. 4) 
b. Solomon Anderson m. Benbow 
c. Christiana Anderson m. Willard 
d. Clemantine Anderson m. Jordan 
e. Mary Anne Anderson m. Frank Durant 
f. George Anderson 
g. Henry Anderson 
5. James S. Beaty (1804 - Dec. 6, 1858) was 
known as "King of Horry" m. Louisa Pawley 
Sarvis (b. 1807) dau. of John Sarvis and Laura 
Hannah Floyd. Issue: 
20. a. Amanda Louise Beaty 
b. Melvin C. Beaty m. John R. Beaty (No. 
17) 
c. Laura Emma Beaty m. James Thompson 
d. Mary E. Beaty d.y. 
e. Caroline M. Beaty m. Dr. J .H. Norman 
(No. 10) 
f. Benjamin L. Beaty m. Frances Grissette 
g. James Edward Beaty m. Ida Grissette 
(sister of Frances). (Issue) 
6. Mary Harriett Beaty (Dec. 28, 1807 - Feb. 
24, 1884) m. Timothy Cooper (Feb. 17, 1803 -
August 22, 1871) See IRQ Vol. IV, no. l, P. 
26-35). Issue: 
21. a. John Robertson Cooper 
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22. b. Louisa Beaty Cooper 
c . Frances Elizabeth Cooper m. 1 William M. 
McAnge (Issue); m. 2 William Currie (Issue). 
d. Thomas Akin Beaty Cooper - killed m 
Conf. War. 
e. Lewis S. Cooper m. Celia Lewis (Issue) 
f. Margaret Ellen Cooper m. Charles LeRoy 
Johnson (Issue) 
g . Isabella Caroline Cooper m. James 
Holmes (Moved to Ga.) 
23. h. Adeline Cooper 
24. i. Laura Jane Cooper 
7. Charlotte Caroline Norman m. March 19, 
1834, George Reynolds Congdon (1808-1839) of 
Rhode Island. Issue: 
a. Eliza Jane Congdon, unm. 
b. George Reynolds Congdon, Jr. 
25. c. Mary Frances Congdon 
8. Frances N. Norman m. May 26, 1838 as 
the second wife of Capt. Henry Buck (April 2, 
1800 - October 1, 1870). (Issue:) 
a. Orilla Buck m. Capt. H .H. Wright (Issue) 
b. Lucinda Buck m.· Gilbert 
26 . c. Henry Lee Buck 
d. George 0. Buck-No Issue 
e. Frances N. Buck m. Rev. Anderson 
f. T. Holmes Buck 
27. g. Alice Buck 
9. Margaret Norman (b . March 22, 1819) m. 
Cornelius E. Ludlam. (Issue:) 
a. Rebecca Jane Ludlam, m. Scroggins, died 
in Pa. 
b. Welton C. Ludlam m . Melvina Prince 
c. Laura Ludlam m. John Wheeler of Boston, 
Mass . 
d. Lucinda Ludlam m . l. Frank Hemingway; 
m. 2. Gerald 
e. Mary Ludlam , d. inf. 
10 . Dr . James Henry Norman (1829 - Dec . 
28, 1877) m . Caroline M . Beaty (No. 5e). He 
served as Captain of Co. B , 10th S.C. Vol. Inf., 
C .S .A. Issue: 
a . Louisa Norman, d.y . 
b. Frances Miles Norman 
c. Kitty P. Norman 
d. Carrie Bell Norman 
e. Edward Norman 
11. Bethel Durant Beaty, Merchant in 
Conway , m . Martha Hemingway. Issue: 
a. Rev. LeRoy F. Beaty, Methodist Minister 
b. Norman Beaty, no issue 
12. Susannah Dicks Beaty (b. Dec . 15, 1820) 
m. David Przyborowski (anglicized to Sheboro-
ski) a Polish refugee immigrant (See IRQ Vol. 6 , 
No. 2 , P. 18-19) . Issue : · 
28. a. Joanna Przyborowski 
b . Jane Przyborowski, d.y . 
c. Susannah Przyborowski, d.y . 
13. Martha Ann.Beaty (b. Dec. 23, 1823) m. l 
Francis J. Hearl, d. April 18, 1851. Issue 
included two sons whose names were not 
available for this record and a daughter: 
a. Caledonia Hearle m. James Malloy 
Martha Ann Beaty m. 2 Charles F. Malloy 
(d. Jan. 13, 1863) and had: 
b. Martha Malloy 
c. John Malloy 
d. Alice Malloy 
14. Thomas M. Beaty (March 21, 1832 -
Sept. 22, 1924) Methodist Minister m. Louise 
Lorrimore. Issue: 
a. Lucy Beaty m. Johnson 
b. Georgia Beaty m. Cartwright 
c. Mary Beaty m. Gordon Huggins 
d. Sara Beaty m. Richard Green 
e. Frank Beaty m. Flossie Hart 
~· Cornelius Beaty m. Nora Callahan 
15. Thomas Wilson Beaty (Oct. 11, 1825 -
April 1886) Editor of the Horry News, member 
of the firm of Barnhill, Buck & Beaty,m. Sept. 
21, 1851, Mary E. Brookman (April 5, 1825 -
Nov. 27, 1901) dau. of Henry and Elizabeth 
Rowles Brookman of Bucksport, Maine . None of 
their five children reached maturity. 
16. Margaret Dorcas Beaty, (Oct. 11 , 1825 -
Jan. 24, 1891) m. Dec . 31, 1845, William I 
Graham (Sept. 11, 1822 - Aug. 3 , 1864) . Issue: 
Lenorah Dorcas Graham m. Zeb Causey 
b. Thomas William Graham m. Frances 
Sessions. He operated a business on the 
Waccamaw River known as Grahamville. 
c . Mary Agnes Graham m. Thomas 
Westberry (issue) 
d. Florence Graham, d.y. 
29. e. Margaret Beaty Graham 
f. Francis S. Graham, d.y. 
17. John Robinson Beaty (b. Aug. 16, 1827) 
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m. March 22, 1849, Melvina Beaty, dau. of 
James S. Beaty (No. 5). Issue: 
a. Isabelle Beaty, unm. 
b. Louis Beaty m. Ceiph Stuart, had dau. 
Nellie Beaty 
c. Edgar R. Beaty m. Emma Jane Collins 
(issue) 
d. Eunice Beaty m. John Hammond 
e. Louisa Beaty, d.y. 
f. Willie James Beaty, d.y. 
18. James Congdon Beaty (b. July 18, 1833) 
m. Melvina Serena Grissette (b. May 15, 1836). 
He served in·the Conf. 'Var . Issue: 
a. Lewis George Beaty m. l Anne Plowden; 
m 2. Nolie Hughes 
b. John Robinson Beaty m. Eliza Bellamy 
Skipper (issue) 
c. James Hampton Beaty m. Mary Julia 
Singletary (issue) 
d. Serena Beaty, unm. 
e. Mattie Beaty m. William Hunt Godbold of 
Marion County.(Issue) 
f. Mary Beaty m. Marion A. Ross. No issue. 
g. Thomas Akin Beaty 
19. Angelina Shaw Beaty (Sept. 13, 1836 -
Sept. 21, 1869) m. May 1856 William Henry 
Buck (1827 - 1860) son of Jonathan and Annie 0. 
(Nelson) Buck, and brother of Henry Buck (No. 
8) William Henry Buck was a member of the 
firm Barnhill, Buck & Beaty. Issue: (Two 
children d. inf. 
20. Amanda Louise Beaty b. 1831, m. Col. 
Thomas F. Gillespie, Attorney of Conway. 
.Issue: 
a. Louisa Gilliespie, unm. 
b . Francis Gillespie, d. inf. 
c. James Gillespie, d. inf. 
30. d. Kate Gillespie 
e. Samuel Gillespie 
f. Thomas Gillespie, Jr. m. Loula Gilmer 
Weatherly (issue). 
g. Godfrey Beaty Gillespie, unm. 
21. John Robertson Cooper (March 25, 1830 -
July 11, 1901) member of the "Wallace House" 
m. Nancy Roberts. Issue: 
a. John Cooper m. Florence Dew 
b. Olin Cooper, d.y. 
c. Carrie Cooper m. Allen Dow 
d. Addie Cooper m. Nixon 
e. Lucy Cooper 
f. Thomas Cooper m. Rebecca Oliver 
g. Isadora Cooper m. Kelly Jones 
22. Louisa Beaty Cooper (Nov. 30, 1832 
April 16, 1910) m. Stanly D. Barnhill. Issue: 
a. Curino Barnhill 
b. Florence Gilbert Barnhill 
31. c. Thomas Stanly Barnhill 
d. Harriet Lucretia Barnhill m. Wm. V. Best 
(issue) 
32. e. Louisa Beaty Barnhill 
f. Mary Adeline Barnhill, unm. 
g. Frances Walter Barnhill m. Wm. W. 
Altman (issue) 
h. Timothy Cooper Barhhill m. Frederica 
Holmes whose dau. Ruth m. Cephus Graham. 
i. John Ivy Barnhill m. Lillie Jones (issue) 
j. Effie Barnhill, d. inf. 
k. Henry Walker Barnhill, d . inf. 
23. Adeline Cooper (Sept. 3, 1846 - July 7, 
1919) m. Nov. 15, 1866, Franklin Gorham 
Burroughs (Dec. 28, 1834 - Feb. 25, 1897, son of 
Anthony Burroughs (July 16, 1806 - Aug. 30, 
1866) and wife, Ethelinda Cobb (Jan. 23, 1810 
Aug. 5, 1877). Anthony Burroughs was a son of 
Anthony and Mary Burroughs of Martin County, 
North Carolina. 
Franklin Gorham Burroughs served in the 
10th S.C. Regt. CSA and was captured by the 
enemy during that war. He with B.G. Collins 
established the firm of Burroughs and Collina 
Comp·any which dominated the economic scene 
in Horry County. Issue: 
a. Effie Tolar Burroughs m. Dr. James L. 
Egerton - No issue. 
b. George Burroughs, d. inf. 
c. Beulah Burroughs, d. inf 
33. d. Franklin Augustus Burroughs 
e. Ruth Adeline Burroughs (Sept. 3, 1875 
July 29, 1902) (Drowned at Myrtle Beach). 
f. Ella Edith Burroughs (Sep t. 23, 1877 
Sept. 12, 1899) m. Henry Lee Buck. No issue. 
g. Claude Burroughs, d.y. 
34. h. Arthur M. Burroughs 
35. i. Sara Best Burroughs 
3 j. Donald McNeill Burroughs 
37. k. Lucille Norton Burroughs 
24. Laura Jane Cooper (April 13, 1849 - July 
19, 1938) m. Benjamin Grier Collins (b. October 
6, 1845) son of Robert Hearn Collins and wife, 
Mary Jane Grier of Georgetown County, S.C. 
B. G. Collins served in the Confederate War and 
later helped establish the firm of Burroughs & 
Collins Company and the Bank of Conway. 
' 
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Issue: 
a. Ola Hart Collins m. Nov. 25, 1891 B .B. 
McWhite (Issue) 
38. b . Mary Essie Collins 
c. M alcolm W ood Collins m. Jan . 6, 1899 , 
Laura Moore (issue) 
39 . d . Emma C . Collins 
e . Allen Thurman Collins m. Rowena Vereen 
(issue) 
f. Harry S . Collins m . Daisy Johnson (issue) 
g . Laura Jane Collins m. Thomas E. Cooper 
(issue) 
h . Mitchelle Collins, unm. 
i . Ruth Jesse Collins m. J .C . Stansel (issue) 
j. Naomi Collins m. John Register 
k. Nina: Grier Collins , d .y . 
25. Mary Frances Congdon (Feb . 13, 1839 -
July 19, 1924) m . April 23, 1857 , Judge Joseph 
Travis Walsh (Jan. 26 , 1835 - July 14, 1904). 
Judge Walsh wrote an autobiography dated 
Dec . 16 , 1897 , which is now in possession of the 
S .C. Historical Society. Issue : 
a . William Harrall Walsh , unm. 
b . George Congdon Walsh m. Laura H. 
Dickson (issue) 
c. Susan Vardell Walsh , d .y. 
d . Jeanne Congdon Walsh m. Joseph Henry 
M iller ofN .Y. (is sue) 
e. Thomas Tracy Walsh m. Mary Pressley 
Fishburne (is sue) 
f. J oseph Travis Walsh m . J e sse Maude 
P oole of England . (issu e ) 
g . Mary Varde ll W alsh m . J ack Welsh. No 
issue 
h. Frances Buck W alsh , unm . 
i. Coila Dunlap Walsh m. Ralph Wood of 
Mass. (Issue . ). 
26. Henry Lee Buck (June 27, 1844 - Feb. 25, 
1902) - See IRQ Vol. 3, No. 4, Page 11; also Vol. 
8, No. 3, Page 9, m. Georgia Virginia Bell, 
daughter of Samuel Bell. Issue: 
a. Belle Buck m. Hugh M. Tolar of Boston, 
Mass. 
b. George Buck, d.y, 
c. Iola Buck m. F .A. Burroughs (No. 33) 
d. H.L. "Hal" Buck (Nov. 5, 1872 - Aug. 1, 
1947) Mayor of Conway; Senator from Horry; 
m. l Ella Edith Burroughs; m.2 Frances Eugenia 
McLeod by who he had a son and daughter 
(Eugenia Buck m. C.C. Cutts); m. 3 Mrs. Lula 
(Badger) Buck, widow of his cousin Henry Buck. 
See IRQ Vol. 8, No. 3, P. 9; also Biographical 
Directory of The Senate of S.C. 1776-1964, by 
Emily Bellinger Reynolds and Joan Reynolds 
Faunt. 
e. Jessamine Buck (d. May 6 , 1971, age 91) 
See Mem orial IRQ Vol. 5, No. 3 , P . 4; also see 
Vol. 3, No. 2 , Pages 32- 37). She married Donald 
V. Richardson , Lumberman , and had a son , 
D .V . Richardson , Jr. 
27 . Alice Buck (Dec . 3 , 1854 - Aug. 20, 1890) 
m . Captain Albert A. Springs. Issue : 
a . Emma L. Springs , d.y. 
b . Bertie W . Springs , d .y. 
40 . c. Holmes Buck Springs 
d. Albert Adams Springs m . Pauline Kleber 
of Pa . No issue. 
e. Maurice Emanuel Springs, d .y . 
41. f. St. Julian Lachicotte Springs m. 
g. Alice Buck Springs m . Henry L. Gardner. 
Issue . 
28 . Joanna Przyborowski m. Alexander 
Elliott of Randolph County , North Carolina . 
Issue : 
a . Ann Elliot m. John Pinkney Holbert . 
Issue included Jam es R . Holbert (IRQ Vol. 6 , 
No . 2 , P. 18-19) . 
b . Thad Elliott 
29 . Margaret Beaty Graham , B. Jan. 22 , 
1863 m. John Hyman Price . Issue: 
42. a. William H yman Price 
b. Lizzie Agnes Price m . H yman Chestnut 
c. Daisy Ger trude Price m. Fernie McDowell 
'd . Margare t Graham Price m. W.W. Holt 
e. Thomas Beaty Price m . Daisy Chestnut 
f. Lela Le nor ah Price m . Jessie Cox 
g. Herbert Densi Price 
30. K ate Gillespie m. Fred Brookman 
Cushman of Conway, S.C. Issue: 
a. Mary Beaty Cushman b. May 25, 1884 
b. Frederica Cushman b. Nov. 4, 1889 
c. Russell Cushman b. Feb. ·3, 1888 
d. Harry Gillespie C.ushman b. Mar. 31, 1891 
e. Charles Cushman, d.y. 
f. Phillip Cushman B. Sept. 21, 1895 
g. John Ulmer Cushman b. July 13, 1899 
h. Paul Godfrey Cushman b. Jan. 15, 1902 
31. Thomas Stanly Barnhill m. Jan. 1, 1881, 
Mary H. Cooke, daughter of Maj. Henry B. 
Cooke, C.S.A., and his wife, Catherine Carolyn 
Ayers. Issue: 
a. Catherine Caroline Barnhill, d.y. 
c. Louisa Beaty Barnhill m. Henry H. Bryant 
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(issue). 
43. d. Thomas Stanley Barnhill 
32. Louisa Beaty Barnhill (Sept . 29, 1863 -
April 13, 1945) m. Luticius Bryan (1851-1933) 
son of William A.C. Bryan, Jr . and his second 
wife, Prudence Amanda Bellamy. Issue: 
a. Robert Wayne Bryan, b. Feb. 13, 1884, m. 
Elvetia Butler 
b. Bernie Benjamin Bryan, b. Aug. 18, 1885, 
m. Nova Ruth Bellamy. 
c. Mable Luticius Bryan, b. Oct. 21, 1887, m. 
Charles Marion Prince. 
d. William Stanley Bryan (Feb. 1, 1889 - Oct. 
12 , 1917) m . Grace Brightman Sanders. 
e. Harold Beaty Bryan (Mar. 10, 1890 - April 
23, 1929) m. Oline Butler. 
f. Alma Amanda Bryan b. Mar. 14, 1893, m. 
Wm Stokes Hardee 
g. Ivy Lattimer Bryan, b. Nov. 8, 1893, m. 
Beulah E. Davis. 
h. Myrtle Ellen Bryan, b . Feb. 24, 1897, m. 
Ed. P. Gore. 
i. Louise Frostie Bryan, b . May 13, 1898, m. 
Oscar Heyward Bellamy, Reside in Florence. 
One son, O.H . Bellamy, Jr. 
j. Roland Jennings Bryan, b. Mar. 27, 1901, 
m. Lutie Mae Gore. 
k. Norma Mae Bryan, b. May 17, 1903, m. 
Joseph E. Stanley 
1. Susan Madge Bryan, d.y. 
33. Franklin Augustus Burroughs m. Jan. 
15 , 1896, Viola Buck. Issue: 
a. Ruth Jessamine Burroughs, b. Jan. 11, 
1897, m .. April 16 ~ 1926, John T. Whalen. 
b. Franklin Gorman Burroughs, d. inf. 
c . Edward Edgerton Burroughs b. Sept. 25, 
1900; m. Dec. 16, 1927, Elizabeth Poindexter 
d . Henry Buck Burroughs b. Dec. 2, 1907; m. 
June 3 , 1931, Lorraine Bell. 
e. Virginia Adeline Burroughs b. Sept. 21, 
1914; m. July 10, 1940, Dr. James Moore 
Marshall 
34. Arthur Manigault Burroughs (Aug. 7, 
1881-August 14, 1912) m. Nov. 15, 1904, 
Frances Green Coles, b. March 10, 1882. Issue: 
a . John Coles Burroughs (Nov. 25, 
1905-June 10,. 1933) m. Marjory Teal. 
44 . b . Franklin Gorham Burroughs 
35 . Sarah Best Burroughs B. March 3, 1884, 
m. Nov. 26, 1906, Edwin James Sherwood, b. 
May 14, 1882, Conway Attorney. Issue: 
a. Adeline B. Sherwood (Dec. 15, 1910-June 
28, 1933) m. Charles Leslie Kerns 
b. Sara Best Sherwood, b. Mar. 8, 1916, m. 
Nov. 25, 1938 , Hoyt McMillan, Brig .-General, 
U.S.M.C., Ret. (See IRQ,Vol. 2, No. 1, P . 5-8; 
Vol VIII, No. 3, P. 42-62; Vol. IX , No. 1, P .6-8 & 
18-19). 
36. Donald McNeill Burroughs, b. April 7 , 
1887, m. Jan. 29, 1908, Georgia McCall Rogers, 
b . Oct. 31, 1886. Issue: 
a. Lella McNeill Burroughs, b . Feb. 22, 
1908, m. Sept. 4, 1930, Francis A. Shaffner. 
b. Donald Lanham Burroughs , b. Oct . 5, 
1910; m. l Feb. 14, 1931, Donald T. Bell; m. 2 
Dec. 12 , 1937, Sibyllae Hughes . 
c. Jean Wait Burroughs, b. Oct. 2, 1914; m. 
July 3, 1938, Dan A. Browne. 
d. George Rogers Burroughs, b. Nov. 26, 
1916; m. July 10, 1937, Annabelle Holbert. 
e. Emily Carroll Burroughs , d. inf. 
f. James Howard Burroughs b. Jan. l, 1923; 
m. Dec . 29, 1942, Mabel Nancy Lee . 
37. Lucille Norton Burroughs, b. Sept. 21, 
1891, m. Dec. 2, 1912, Samuel Gillespie 
Godfrey, b. Nov. 20, 1880. Issue: 
a . Samuel Gillespie Godfrey, d. in( 
b . Esther Ellerbe Godfrey, b. Feb. 17, 1915; 
m. Feb. 6, 1940, Ervin Evander Da!'gan. 
c. Lucille Burroughs Godfrey, b. Sept. l , 
1916; m. Sept. 9, 1939, Alexander McQueen 
Quattlebaum. 
d. Adeline Cooper Godfrey b. Oct. 20, 1919; 
m. Aug . 31, 1941, Walter Pringle, III. 
e. Eleanor Wilson Godfrey, b. Feb. 14, 1924; 
m. Lucien V. Bruno and resided in Columbia, 
s.c. 
38. Mary Essie Collins (Feb. 15, 1873-April 
28 , 1932) m. June 18, 1895, Col. D.A . Spivey 
(Aug. 25, 1868-May 25 , 1945)-See IRQ Vol. II, 
No. 3, P. 15. Issue: 
a. Edna Earle Spivey, b . June 15 , 1897, m. 
Thomas Scoggin. 
b. Alleene Spivey, B . Sept. 5 , 1901, m. Rev. 
John Hehl. 
c. Collins Alexander Spivey, b. Mar. 21, 
1904, m. Harriette R. Edwards. 
d. Bayliss Larkin Spivey, b. Aug. 2, 1905 , m. 
Eugenia Wood Norton. 
e. Laura Frances Spivey, b. Jan. 16 , 1910 , m. 
Frank M. Pierce . 
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39. Emma C. Collins b . Feb. 17, 1877 m . 
Austin Charles Thompson , Sr. Issue: 
a. Ringnald Thompson, b . Mar. 16 , 1905, m. 
Selma Gregg 
b. Laura Thompson, b. Mar . 6, 1907; m. Leo 
West. 
c . Benjamin Thompson, b. Nov. 28, 1911 ; m. 
Nedra Davis. 
45. d . Austin Charles Thompson, Jr. 
e. Mary Emma Thompson, b . Nov. 8, 1915; 
m . Wofford Boyd. 
Austin Chales Thompson, Sr., had an earlier 
marriage to Julia Roberta Vereen (Nov. 20, 
1870-April 9, 1901) by whom he had a son: 
46. f. Frand Austin Thompson 
40. Holmes B. Springs, b. Sept. 1, 1-878 , 
(Brig.-General) m. Louise Wilson . Issue: 
a. Louise Wilson Springs , b. Aug. 23 , 1920, 
m. R.D . Crews. 
b. Holmes Buck Springs, Jr., b. Dec. 25, 
1921, m. Shirley Jean Wurst. 
c . David Albert Springs, b. Feb. 14, 1924, m. 
Joan Hamilton Philips 
d. Wilson Baker Springs, :b. Jan. 2 , 1927, m. 
Elizabeth Moore . 
e. Alice Italine Springs , b. April 6, 1931, m. 
Carlisle Leonard Donevant 
f. Albert Adams Springs, b. June 9, 1939. 
41. Lt. Col. St. Julien Lachicotte Springs 
(Sept. 11, 1889-Dec. 1, 1965) originally of 
Durham and Smithfield, N.C., he moved to 
Myrtle Beach in 1935 , where he organized the 
Coastal Coporation which built and operated the 
original Second A venue Pier. He married Vera 
Pritchard and they were the parents of: 
a . Alice Ann Springs, b. Sept. 1, 1928, m. 
Julian H. Scarborough, Jr. 
b. Julia Lachicotte Springs, b. July 31, 1930, 
m . Ralph T . Haile , Jr. 
42. William Hyman Price, b . June 15, 1882 , 
m. Caroline Vereen, dau . of Joseph Vereen and 
his wife, Rebecca Waller, of Bear Bluff on the 
Waccamaw. Issue: 
a . Alma Price m. W. Herbert Allen, made 
thier home in Crescent Beach, S.C. Issue (4): 
Herbert, Jerry, Janice and Patricia m. Bill 
Watson. 
b. Margaret Price m. Arthur Wilcox 
c . Ann Rebecca Price m. Cecil Bullock 
d . Albert Vereen Price resides in Norfolk , 
Va . 
e . William H. Price , Jr. , resides m 
Charleston, S .C. 
f . Paul Franklin Price 
g. Jean Price m . Thurman Inman 
h. James Randolph Price 
43. Thomas Stanley Barnhill (Jan . 27, 
1889-March 15, 1949), D.D.S. , m. Dec. 21 , 1917 , 
in Spartanburg, S.C., Sarah Lewis Harley, 
daughter of William Wallace Harley and his 
wife, Anne Eliza Stansell of Barnwell County, 
S.C. Issue: 
a. Thomas Stanley Barnhill, d. inf. 
b. James Wallace Barnhill, Major, U.S.A.F., 
b. Nov. 7, 1919, m. Aug. 28, 1948, Gladys Rives 
Greneker, dau. of Judge and Mrs. Thomas 
Benjamin Greneker of Edgefield, SC They have 
two children: Sarah Rives Barnhill, b . Dec . 25 , 
1949 and James Wallace Barnhill, Jr. b. Oct. 29 , 
1956. 
c. Edward Stanley Barnhill, b. March 28, 
1923, resides at Cassina, Mt. Pleasant, South 
Carolina. In 1958, he published a book, THE 
BEA TYS OF KINGSTON which gives an 
excellent bapkground history of the Beatys and 
their many descendants. A copy of this is in the 
Horry County Memorial Library, in Conway, 
S.C. 
44. Franklin G. Burroughs, b. April 7, 1908, 
in Conway where he served for many years as an 
Attorney and other activities (see Dubose : South 
Carolina Lives, 1963). M. April 30, 1938, 
Geraldine Bryan, dau . of James E. Bryan and 
his wife, Susie Stone of Myrtle Beach . Issue: 
a. Geraldine Coles Burroughs, d. while a 
student at the University of S .C . in an auto 
accident. 
b. Franklin G. Burroughs, Jr. 
45. Austin Charles Thompson, Jr., b. Nov . 
17 , 1908 , in Conway. Served as Mayor of 
Conway 1948-1957. M . . Sept. 3 , 1931, Mary 
Danner, daughter of Rev . James Harvey 
Danner, D .D ., a Methodist Minister and his 
wife , Elizabeth Belk. Issue: 
a . Mary Ann Thompson m. Joel Cannon of 
Conway 
b. Austin Charles Thompson III 
c. Emma Louise Thompson 
d. Danner Morrison Thompson 
46 . Frank A. Thompson, b. March 5, 1895, at 
Little River , S.C., served as an Attorney in 
Mullins and Conway. Served in the S.C . House 
of Representatives and the state Senate. 
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(See Biographical Directory of the S .C . Senate 
by Reynolds & Faunt, 1964, and IRQ Vol. VIII , 
No. 3, Pages 6-8). M. August 11, 1920, Donna 
Coleman of Fair Bluff, N.C. Issue: 
b . Philip Austin Thompson m. Margaret 
Paige 
c. Sarah Elizabeth Thompson 
d . John Coleman Thompson, served in S.C. 
A . Donna Carolyn Thompson m. Thomas W. House Representatives for Horry County. Now 
a Conway Atty . Edwards of Sumter. Issue 
Copied from old records by 
J. 0. Cartrette 
OLD T'X RECORDS 
-----___:._ 
TAX IN KIND 
Form No. 1. Estimate No. 
El"ttimate and ARsessment of AGRICUI..TUR.AL PRODUCTS which are taxed in kind, agreed upon bv the 
Assessor and Tax ~ayer, and the value of the portion thereof to which the Government 
is entitled~ in accordance with the provisions of "An ACT to lay taxes for the common 
defence, and carry on the Government of thP. Confederate States, 11 a.nd an Act to amend 
sa~. ri Act, approved 17th of February, 1864;" said Estimate and Assessment to be returned 
to the District Quartermaster on or before the 1st day of September of each year. 











25 Good 10:00 ---- ------
Total Value $10.00 
I, Enoch Allen of the District of Horry and State of s. c. do swar that the above is 
a true .Btatementand estimate of all the Agricultural Products above named produced by 
me during the year 1864, which are taxable by the provisions of the above Acts, includ-
ing what may have been sold or consumed by me, to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
Enoch Allen Tax 'ayor 
Sworn to and subscribed before me, the 28th day of Sept. 1864, and I further certify 
that the above Estimate and Assessment has been agreed upon by sa;rl Enoch Allen, and 
myself, as a correct and true statement of the amount of his crops, and that the value 
of the portion to which the Government is entitled is correctly stated. 
____ I_~~c G. Long As~essor 
16 Tax District, state of s.c. 
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SPECTAL EXBMJD'l'TONS 
L. Each head of a family, not worth more than five hundred dollars. 
2. Each head of a family, with minor children, not worth more than five hundred 
d~llars for himself, and one hundred dollars for each minor living with him, and five 
hundred dollars in addition thereto for each-minor son he has living, or may have lost, 
or had disabled in the military or naval service. 
3. Each officer, soldier, or se0 man, in the army or navy, or who has been discharged 
therefrom, for wounds, and is not worth more than one thousand dollars. 
4. Each widow of any officer, soldier or se~man. who has did in the military or naval 
service, the widow not worth more than one thousand dollars. :Provided, the farmer or pla.nter 
shall not pay a tax in kind upon corn, when he does not produce more than two hundred bushels 
or upon Irish pr'tatoes, when he does not produce more than fifty bushels, or upon peas and 
beans, when not more than twenty bushels are produced; and the forage deriv~d from the corn 
plant shall also be exempt in all cases where the corn is not taxed in kind, neither shall 
any farmer or planter, who does not produce more than fifteen pounds ginned cotten for e~ch 
member of his family, or ten pounds of wooa. be subjest to thA tax in kind. 
4. Such portion ot said crops as may be neces~ary to raise and fatten the hogs of e~ch 
farme~, planter, or grazier, for pork. 
STATE OF' SCUTH CAltOUNA Magistrates' Execution 
HORRY DISTitICT 
~Y :e. A. Thomson, Justice of the Peace, & c. 
To the Sheriff or any la>,•ful Constable of thA District aforesaid. 
THESE are in the name of the State. to charge and command you, that of the 
Goods and Chattels of Alexander Waller you cause to be levied the sum of Eight dollars 
50 cents, which hath beem adjudged by me to Solomon Ses~ions for debt: and also the sum 
of One dollar 21 cents, for costs and charges, in and about the ·recoverv thereof: i'lhereoff 
the said Alexander Waller is convicted, according to the Act of AssP.lllbly, in tha.t case made 
and provided. 
Given under my hand and seal, this Nineteenth day of June 1827. 
B A Thomson L. s. 
====-==============,--- -------::-====== 
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THF. STATE OF snUTH CAROLrnA. 
:BY WILUAM TODD, 
COLLECTOR of the GENE1'.AL TAX, for the ELECTION DISTRICT of HOMY. 
To the Sheriff of Horry District, or his lawful Deputy. 
WHEREAS, Rich. M. Todd of the District aforesaid, hath been duly asseaed 
by the Cor.miissioners of thP. J'oor, in the sum of ~::-:: :: •: · : · .H'.·;~ Dollars 24 cents, 
towcµ-ds the relief of the Poor of the District, and the education of their children, 
and of the Poor Orphan Children, for the year 1828, which he the said Richard M. 
hath neglected to pay, that sum contrary to law. You are therefore authorized and~ 
required to levy by Distress the .Sale of the Lands, Goods, and Chattels of the said 
Richard M. the sum of Dollars 24 cents, ~1.th the Cost ann Char-
gest of this Warrant. And, for your do doiru?, this. shall be your suflficient Warrant. 
Given under my hand and Seal, at the General Tax-Office, in Horry the 19th day 
of May Anno Domini, 1828 
an Too Colo 
================================::o~ 
THE STATE OF SOUrH-CAROLINA. 
BY PEI'mt VAUGHT, 
COLLECTOR of the GENERAL TAX, for the ELECTION DIS'"RICT of All.saints, 
To the Sheriff of Horry District, or his lawful Deputy. 
\VHEREAS. Alexander Waller of the District aforesaid, hath been duly assessed 
by the Cormnissions of the J'oor in the sum of Dollars Forty cents, towards 
the relief of the Poor of the District, and the education of their Children, and the 
Poor Orphan Children, for the year 1'28, which he bhe said Alexander Waller, hath 
neglected to pay the sum, contrary to law. You are therefore authorized and required 
to levy by distress, the s~le of the Lands, Goods, and Chattels of the said Alexan-
der Waller the sum of Forty Cents, with the costs and charges of this 
Warrant. And for your so doin2 this shall be your sufficient WAR.RANT, 
GIVEN under my hand and Seal, at the General Tax Office, in All.saints the 
first day of April Anno Domini 181 • 
Peter Vaught T-C-A-D 
I have the originals in my possession 
J 0 Cartrette 
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Paul G. Johnson 
1730 S. 25th Street 
Lincoln, .Nebraska 68502 
Your recent issue on the Sasser family 
reminded me of the time my youngest brother 
was born. Back then (1930s), I don't believe 
very many women from the Mill Swamp 
Community went to a hospital for the birth of a 
baby. I know my brothers and I were born at 
home and so were most of my cousins, many of 
them younger than I am. Dr. King from Aynor 
was the attending physician at my youngest 
brother's birth. At that time I was only a little 
over four years old, but my brother's birth was 
milestone in. my life. It is one of my oldest and 
sharpest memories. I can remember it almost as 
clearly as if it were yesterday. 
I am the oldest child in the family, but I have 
twin brothers who are about eighteen months 
younger than I am. All three of us slept in a 
double bed in the bedroom next to my parents' 
bedroom which also served as the living room 
since it had the only chimney in the main part of 
the house. The kitchen had a chimney, but it 
was separated from the main part of the house. 
The house was an old big, barnlike, L-shaped 
structure. We had to go out onto the back porch 
and through an outside door to get to the 
kitchen. 
As I recall our circumstances, my twin 
brothers and I slept in a side room on a double 
bed with an iron frame that had two thin cotton 
mattresses laid on boards. We did not have bed 
springs on our bed. Onlyour parents' bed had 
bed springs . Before my parents could afford to 
buy bed springs, I remember thinking how 
uncomfortable it must be to have to be jiggled 
around on springs while you slept; I know that 
later on when they put bed springs on all the 
beds, my brothers and I had quite a few restless 
nights until we became accustomed to such a 
city luxury as bed springs on the bed. Even 
today, I don't care much for bed springs, but I 
digress. 
The night my youngest brother was born, we 
must have slept soundly, for none of us knew 
anything about his birth until the next morning 
although we were withing fifteen feet of my 
mother's bed. In the morning, I was astonished 
when I woke up to find what I considered then to 
be a huge man in bed with us. It was Dr. King. 
Poor doctor, he couldn't have got much sleep in 
the same bed with three small, restless 
youngsters. He had lain down on the front side 
of the bed and turned his back to us. I was on 
the back side of the bed. I remember how 
horrified and frightened I was when I woke up 
and looked across the bed. His shoulders 
seemed like mountains to me. They were so 
large, and they were covered with lots of hair. I 
immediately and somewhat indignantly pushed 
back my bedcovers and went to my mother's bed 
and started to cli~b into bed with her. 
I can remember seeing the log fire in the 
fireplace as I went hurriedly across the room to 
my mother's bed, but I was too upset to stop in 
front of the fire although it was January and the 
weather must have been cold. I was too afraid of 
Dr. King. As I put my foot up on the bed, I 
asked, "who is that big hairy man in my bed?" 
Before I could get further up on the bed, 
however, my mother pushed me back and 
replied, "why, that big hairy man is Dr. King. 
He brought us a boy baby last night,'' ·and with 
those words, she pused back the covers and 
said, ''See our new baby.'' I was indignant 
about not being allowed to get into bed with her 
and more than a little frightened by Dr. King, 
who had begun to stir. He was sleeping in his 
trousers, but he had pulled off his shirt and 
wearing an undershirt that had a scooped out 
neck and no sleeves. His shoulders were 
covered with long (so they seemed to me at the 
time) gray hair. 
Although I was somewhat jealous of the 
baby, I was still curious enough to take another 
look at him. I was astonished at how red and 
wrinkled he looked. In my mind's eye, I can still 
see him now as he stirred gently under the 
blankets in the crook of my mother's arm. His 
reddish hair looked so smooth, and his eyes 
were so red. Dr. King had put some red 
medicine in them. As I recall, I was quite 
curious about his eyes. I thought something bad 
had happened to them. I thought the red stuff 
was blood, but my mother reassured me that he 
was fine and that the red stuff would wear off. 
I don't remember exactly how or why I went 
to the kitchen that morning, but I do remember 
sitting in the kitchen in my night shirt (probably 
m~de out of Goose Girl flour sacks) on a chair 
with a cowhide seat watching my grandmother 
as she moved·ifrom the wood stove to the kitchen 
table and back again as she prepared breakfast 
for the doctor and our family. I don't recall very 
much of what my grandmother and I talked 
about, but I do recall that she assured me that 
Dr. King was a safe person to have in the house 
and that I oughtn't to be frightened of him. She 
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told me that he had brought me to our family so I 
shouldn't be afraid. I can still see my 
grandmother now as she moved across the 
room, with her long dark dress sweeping the 
floor as she walked. Occasionally, she would 
stop what she was doing, take a lid off the wood 
stove, and punch up the fire. 
The bright flames in the fire would spring up 
and the sparks would crackle as bhe bounced the 
burning pieces of the dry pine stove wood 
against each other. I loved to watch my 
grandmother work in the kitchen. She seemed 
so calm and peaceful. I remember how she 
would stand at the bread tray (I believe it was 
called a bread tray) and roll biscuits. Once in a 
while, she would swipe at the numerous strands 
of wispy hair that had e_scaped her ball of .hair. 
The wispy hair framed her face and as she 
swiped at it to get it back in place, she often left 
flour marks on her face, especially around her 
cheeks. 
On this particular morning I remember that 
the coffee smelled especially good. I don't 
remember exactly how my grandmother made 
it, but I do remember that the coffee grounds 
and the water were all mixed together in the pot. 
I often marvelled at how she could pour the 
coffee into a cup without getting any grounds 
into the cup. I was what they called a coffee , 
baby. I loved coffee, and had been allowed to 
drink it even as a baby. However, I was often 
told that it would stunt my growth or turn my 
insides brown. 
Dr. King must have eaten breakfast with us, 
but I don't remember that he did. My father 
must have also been present, but perhaps he 
was out doint he chores or perhaps to me at this 
time his part in such a high drama was too small 
for me to remember it. However, I do 
remember standing by the window in my 
mother's bedroom--sitting room and watching 
Dr. King get into a car that I thought looked like 
it was hump backed. That was the last time I 
remem her seeing Dr. King. I remember though 
· that later on he had a banana tree that he and 
his family kept in the house most of the time in 
an effort to. get it to produce banans, but I don't 
know that it ever did. 
Dr. King was not the only "baby doctor" 
that came out to the Mill .Swamp Community. 
Dr. Paul Sasser delivered several of my cousins. 
Both he and Dr. Arch were beloved by the 
people in the Mill Swamp Community. I have 
often heard people say that no finer surgeon 
.than Or. Arch ever lived. 
LIST OF THE DEMOCRATIC VOTERS OF 
CONWAYBORO TOWNSHIP-1876-
J .A. Hendricks 1 
W.F. Jordan 2 
R.O. Hendricks 3 
Thos. B. Jordan 4 
L.J. Cannon 5 
J .L. Guyton 6 
W.P. Jordan 7 
J. S. Sellers 8 
Anderson Guyton 9 
Jos. T. Walsh 10 
J .R. Cooper 11 
J . P. Sellers 12 
BenKing *13 
S.F. Sellers 14 
Thos. W. Beaty 15 
F. G. Burroughs 16 
L.S. Sessions 17 
S.P. Vereen 18 
W.C.Ludlam 19 
J.H.Jolly 20 
W .J. Abrahams 21 
Jos. D. Vereen 22 
C.S.Causey 23 
J.C. Collins 24 
R.R. Owens 25 
E. Narron 26 
A.H.G. Galbreth 27 
Jos. T. Sessions 28 
Jack R. Johnson 29 
George More 30 
F .M. Singleton 31 
Noah Johnson 32 
J.H. Allen 33 
Wm. Curry 34 
L.S. Cooper 35 
W.I. Jones 36 
C.L. Johnson 37 
P. Hardwick *38 
J.M. Anderson 39 
J.M. Sessions 40 
D.M. Brown 41 
A.W. Brown 42 
Samuel More 43 
C.J. Gore 44 
G.M. CD Brow *45 
W.W. Roberts 46 
John T. Sessions 47 
G.W. Sessions, Sr. 48 
G.T. Chestnut (sic) 48 
• 
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Sam Stephens 49 A.C. Johnson 104 
K.W. Graham 50 Issac Mincy 105 
Jos. Todd 51 Peter McCraken 106 
C.N. Baker 52 Julius Cox . 107 
J.P. Gore 53 Peter McCrakin, Sr. 108 
C.B. Hardy 54 W. T. Roberts 109 
A.J. Dunkin 55 H.P. Holmes 110 
Wm. Casion 56 W.S. Beaty 111 
J.B. More 57 J .F. Haris 112 
Robt. Anderson 58 J .P. Jordan 113 
.J.G. Long 59 W.F. Causey 114 
60 Jonathan Chesnut 115 
James Chesnut 61 J.T. Todd 116 
Alex Todd 62 J.P. Allen 117 
R.E. Lew *63 T.S. Lee 118 
R.G. Willson 64 John McDowel 119 
Asa Royals 65 J.W. McDowel 120 
Stephen Huey *66 Henry Lee 121 
Jasper Guyton 67 Sam B. Willson 122 
Neal Lee 68 Wm. Tyler 123 
C.D. Noris 69 J .H. Roberts 124 
J.P. Jones 70 B.R. King 125 
H.S. Chesnut 71 J .R. Thompson 126 
B.M. Noris 72 A.J. Gore 127 
H.S. Cox 73 L.F. Jordan 128 
B. C. Anderson 74 H.D. Causey 129 
Henry haris 75 Henry J. Todd 130 
L.D. Long (or DeLorey) *76 John N. Lee 131 
A.L. Dew 77 J.E. Dusenbery, Jr. 132 
B.J. Sessions 78 W .J. Sessions 133 
C.P. Quattlebaum 79 Thos. Lee 134 
Sol Jolly 80 Marasa Tompson *135 
Henry Chesnut 81 J .R. Long 136 
C . Chesnut. 82 Everett Watts 137 
J. W. Sanders 83 C.J. Amons 138 
T .F. Gillespie 84 J .H. Burbage 139 
A.C. Smith 85 J.P. Smith 140 
Thos. Beaty 86 Jacob Canon 141 
J .J. Herrill;g *87 W.N. Ward 142 
Needham White 88 John B. Hardee 143 
R.M. Brown 89 S.N. Anderson 144 
Thos. A. Brown 90 Thos. Hardee 145 
J .A. Willson 91 W.T. Jordan 146 
Peter B. Willson 92 John More 147 
G.W. Hardee 93 G.W. Sessions, Jr. 148 
W.P. Edge 94 J.B. Montgomery 154 
John McCraken 95 Huey Stephens 155 
W.J. Waller 96 Charles Stephens 156 
H.C. More 97 J .W. Royals · 157 
Alva Tompson 98 Isham Watts 158 
John Mccraken 99 A. Dunkin 159 
Robt. Mccraken 100 C.H. Dudley 160 
J.P. Graham 101 R.G.W. Grissett 161 
T.M . Beaty 102 John Anderson 162 
Bryan More 103 Henry Barnhill *163 
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Ale Anderson 164 Phillip Tompkins 219 
Wm. Montgomery 165 JohnJ. Faulk 220 
Thos. A. Anderson 166 J as . 'E. More 221 
G.L. Bryant 167 Didemas Allen *222 
Ben Cannon 168 M.H. Johnson 223 
E.S. Baker 169 Luther Allen 224 
W.G. Ludlum 170 W.P. Melson 225 
J.B. Lee 171 Jess Mincey 226 
F .A. Powel 172 J .D. Grissett 227 
Danel Granger 173 Ethel Lee 228 
Isac Mishoe 174 Jas. S. Jordan 229 
W.G .M. Dorman 175 Asa Causey 230 
B.C. Dorman 176 C.S. Carrell 231 
S.J. Willson 177 W.A. Bellamy 232 
Jos. J. Dun 178 H.G. Tompson 233 
G.W. Besant 179 C . Holmes 234 
A.L. Pendergrass 180 J .H. Dusenbery 235 
J.G.W. Dewet 181 Bryant Jordan 236 
Cole Chestnut 182 J enry Jordan 237 
Jerry Thompkins 183 L.S. Booth *238 
B .A. Hardee 184 R.D. Bellamy 239 
John Daniels 185 N.J. Booth 240 
S .T. Grissett 186 H.H. Buroughs 241 
Ben Holmes 187 J.M. Graham 242 
B.P. Holmes 188 I.T. Green 243 
W .A. Clarady 189 T .W. Booth 244 
Sol. S. Anderson 190 John Allen 245 
Henry Holmes 191 Mc Allen 246 
E.M. Smith 192 Z.J. Causey 247 
Zadoc Hilburn 193 James Holmes 248 
F.M. Mishoe 194 Jehu Causey 249 
J .J. Joiner 195 W .E . Hardwick 250 
D.R. Stephens 196 E .F. Graham 251 
M.A. Clarady 197 Alex Barnhill 252 
W.R. Lewis 198 A.G . Guyton 253 
Jos. Goff 199 T. W. Daggett 254 
R .H. Anderson 200 W.W. Hardee 255 
Henry Todd 201 C.A . Causey 256 
R.T. Todd 202 A.H. Skipper 257 
H.H. Holmes 203 G.H . Duisenbery 258 
H .B. Anderson 204 John T . Harrelson 259 
Dane} Edge 205 F .I. Sessions 26() 
W .H. Hamilton 206 Sam McCrackin 261 
Z.W. Dusenberry, Sr . 207 R.P. Green 262 
J .V. McDowel 208 J.A. Mayo 263 
Julius Booth 209 I .T. Lewis 264 
Arthur Allford , Sr . 210 E.R.Beaty 265 
John G . Baker 211 B.G. Collins 266 
Jno. N. Pearce *212 Jos . Harrell 267 
Thos. S. Beaty 213 B.C. Jenkins 268 
D .E. Carrell 214 S.V. Smith 269 
Jas . Booth 215 C.D . Gurganus 270 
S .C . Baker 216 S.E .M- - - - - - *271 
Bijah Tompkins 217 W .L. Parker 272 
J as. Bratcher 218 Peter Brea *273 


















1 Jerry Crandal 
2 Ben Suggs 
. 3 Wm Godfrey 
4 Richard Cockrim 
5 ector Cockram 
6 G Jones 
7 Jack G 
8 John Hemingway 
9 Bith Scott 
10 S.P. Vereen 
11 Robt. Davis 
12 Freeman Manigualt 
13 Harrison Johnson 
14 George W. Anderson 
15 Horace· Anderson 
16 George Cockram 










*indicates doubt about the transcription from 
the handwriting of the original to typescript 
MILITARY RECORD OF ISAAC SHELLEY 
COMPANY C, 10TH REGIMENT 
SOUTH CAROLINA INFANTRY 
CONFEDERATE ST ATES OF AMERICA 
Isaac Shelley, my great Grandfather, was 
born in Marion County , South Carolina , at 
Briton's Neck. He served as a Private in 
Company C , 10th Regiment, South Carolina 
Infantry, as a Teemster, from the beginning of 
the War Between The States unitl his capture at 
Missionary Ridge, Tennessee , on November 25 , 
1863. 
The 10th Regiment was organized for State 
Srvice, and most of the companies were 
accepted into the service of the Confederate 
States in August, 1861for12 months. However, 
some seem to have been disbanded, and others 
were added at various times until the regiment 
was finally composed of ·twelve companies. it 
was re-organized for the war in May, 1862, and 
temporarily consolidated with the 19th 
Regiment, South carolina Infantry about 
January 1, 1863, this regiment forming six 
companies of the· consolidated organization; 
however, each company of the orginal regiments 
was mustered separately. The 10th and the 19th 
Regiments, South Carolina Infantry were again 
consolidated about April the men of this 
regiment who were not captured or missing in 
action, being finally paroled on may 1, 
1865-nearly a month after the end of the war-at 
Greensboro, North Carolina, as Companies A 
and B of that Battalion. 
The military service records of Isaac Shelley 
indicates that his name appears on a roll of non 
commissioned officers and privates who were 
employed in the field on extra duty during 
October, November, and December, 1862. This 
seems to have placed him in the area around 
Chattanooga, Tennessee at least by the time the 
battle for Chattanooga began. This battle, of 
which Missionary Ridge was a part, began in 
September, 1863, and was the third most 
important battle of the entire war. The battle 
continued, as Generals Braxton Bragg (under 
whom Isaac Shelley fought), Breckenridge, and 
Hardee, with less than two thousand men, held 
Missionary Ridge against the Union soldiers of 
Generals Grant, Hooker, Sherman, and 
Thomas, until late on the afternoon of November 
25-Thanksgiving Day-1863, when Missionary 
Ridge finally fell to the Union Army. Isaac 
Shelley was captured at that time, and was 
taken prisoner. 
On December 7, 1863, he was forwarded to 
Louisville, Kentucky, for a possible exchange. 
The exchange did not take place, and he was 
then taken to Illinois, where he entered Rock 
Island Prison on December 20, 1863, as a 
prisoner of war. He remained there until the 
end of the war. 
After the end of the war, Isaac Shelley was 
taken from Rock Island Prison, Illinois, on May 
3, 1863, by Northern Patol Boat , down the 
Mississipi River to New Orleans, louisianna, 
and arrived there on May 17th of that year. he 
was exchanged on May 23, 1865, at New 
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Orleans, and was given a gun and three rounds 
of ammunition to protect him on his way back to 
his home in South Carolina , his only means of 
transportation being to travel on foot through 
almost total wilderness and wasteland. Today , a 
trip to New Orleans seems very close at hand, 
but there were almost no roads or paths to 
follow, and he had to pick his way along the only 
paths available . He walked, as nearly as records 
seem to indicate, from New Orleans , through 
Mississippi, to Vicksburg, since this area was 
more populated, then through unsettled 
Alabama to Florence, in the northern part of the 
State. From Florence, he walked to Atlanta, 
Georgia, and from there on into South Carolina 
and horn~. A portion of his route has to have 
been up in the old Natchez Trace, and the 
distance covered on foot by this man was at least 
one thousand miles. He made the trip, however. 
Later, Isaac Shelley came to Horry County, 
looking for work, I think. He met and married 
my Great Grandmother, Laura Caroline Newton, 
at Port Harrelson, and there he lived out the 
remainder of his life. He was a dedicated man-a 
good man-and he helped to build the church that 
was once called the Bucksport Baptist Church . 
It is now known as Grace Chapel. 
Isaac Shelley died on Thanksgiving Day, 
November 29, 1900, exactly thirty-fiye years 
after his capture at Missionary Ridge. His life 
span covered sixty-four years. 
By: His Great Granddaughter 
Kathryne Smith Hurt 
MILITARY RECORD OF BENJAMIN MOORE 
1st LIEUTENANT, COMPANY A, 26th 
REGIMENT SOUTH CAROLINA 
VOLUNTEERS CONFEDERATE STATES OF 
AMERICA 
In April, 1861, Benjamin Moore , my great 
grandfather, was one of a group of about eighty 
men who met at Cowford Springs near 
Klondike, which was Bucksport. These men 
organized a Company, and Benjamin Moore 
became 2nd Lieutenant. According to official 
records, and also the records of my aunt, Mrs. 
James H. Long, Conway, these men were 
ordered out in State Service in August of 1861. 
They went by boat from Bucksport to 
Georgetown , and from there to Camp Lookout, 
on the coast , near Murrell's Inlet. About one 
year later , in April , 1862 , Company A of the 26th 
Regiment was moved to Charleston, a)'id it was 
in May of that year that they were reorganized 
for Confederate Service for three years of the 
war. 
Benjamin Moore was made 1st Lieutenant at 
about this time. His record of service shows that 
he was a dedicated. soldier and that he 
performed all of his duties well. On several 
occasions he was on detached services in order 
to sit on a General Court Martial in the city of 
Charleston. He served in the 26th South 
Carolina Regiment of Volunteers, Evans 
Brigade, Johnson's Division, Beauregard's 
Corps, S. V. (Infantry) and N .C.-organized 
Sept em her 9, 1862, according to his personal 
Confederate records. 
The 26th Regiment S.C.Infantry was formed 
by the consolidation of the 6th (also known as 
Byrd's) Battalion, S.C. Infantry, with the 9th 
(also known as Nesbit's, and Smith's) Battalion, 
S.C. Infantry, by special order number 211, 
dated September 9, 1862. 
Benjamin Moore was an Infantry Officer, 
which required him to march, drill, and perform 
other duties that were very hard on him. He 
suffered intensely from varicose veins, and the 
problem was apparently intensified by the 
necessity of being constantly on his feet. On 
several occasions, even when he was too sick to 
be up, he was present for muster roll, and later 
had to be seQt to the company hospital for 
t~eatrrtent. Finally, in May, 1864, on the advice 
of the company doctor, he requested to be 
relieved of his duties, since he was physically 
unable to do this. The request was approved: 
and on June 8, 1864, Benjamin Moore was 
released from Confederate Service and allowed 
to return home to Horry County. He lived the 
remaining years of his life with his wife , Mantha 
Ann Smith Moore, on his land near Port 
Harrelson. He died there on December 5, 1888, 
at the age of sixty-two . having lived a full and 
rewarding life, and having done all that he could 
to further the cause of the South that he loved. 
Kathyrne Smith Hurt 
Great Granddaughter 
HORRY COUNTIANS IN THE '98 WAR 
The information given here is taken from 
Historical Roster and Itinerary of South Carolina 
Volunteer Troops Who Served in the Late War 
Between the United States and Spain , 1898 
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(R .L. Bryan, 1901) , compiled by J.W . Floyd. 
Scatter~d names from Companies A ,B and D, 
Second R e giment , First South Carolina 
Volunteers , a re given , followed by the complete 
roster of Company M , which was composed 
primarily of men from Horry and other Pee Dee 
counties . 
The formation of the Second Regiment was 
completed at Shandon Hill near Columbia 
August 23 , 1898. It was moved first to Panama 
Park, where eight men were lost to fever, and 
then to Savannah, where it arrived Oct. 22, 
1898 . The Second was ordered to Cuba Jan. 1, 
1899, embarked Jan. 3 , and reached Havana 
Jan. 6, 1899. 
The history of Company M was written by 
Col. Wilie Jones and recalls no action beyond a 
march through the countryside. Company M 
left Havana March 26, 1899, having been 
overseas less than three months, and landed at 
Augusta March 29. The men were demobilized 
shortly thereafter . 
Co. A , Second Regiment, SCV I 
Jere B . Smith, 31 years , Corporal , lumber 
man , Conway; enrolled May 11, '98; mustered 
in May 14, ' 98; promoted from private July 22, 
' 98 . 
Wade H. Abrahms , 21 _ years , Corporal, 
carpenter, Conway; enrolled May 5, ' 98 ; 
mustered in May 14, '98; promoted from private 
October 1. '98. 
Jos. D . West , 29 years , private , teacher , 
Socaste; enrolled May 12 , ' 98 ; mustered in May 
14, ' 98 d ischarged September 9m ' 98 . 
W alter K . West , 25 years , private , farmer, 
Socas te; enrolled May 12, ' 98 ; mustered in M ay 
14, '98; transferred to Co. M. September 10 , 
'98. 
Co. B,Second Reigment 
Jos. N. Caussee, 24 years, private, farmer, 
Conway; enrolled June 8, '98; mustered in June 
15, '98. 
Co. D, Second Regiment 
Chas. J. Epps, 25 years, Quartermaster 
Sergeant, pharmacist, Kingstree; enrolled May 
16, '98; mustered in May 21, '98; promoted from 
Sergeant july 1, '98 (Promoted to Second 
Lieutenant, Co. I, Second Regiment, Sept. 10, 
'98) 
Martin A. Royals, 26 years, private, farmer, 
Conway; enrolled May 15, '98; mustered in May 
21, '98, transferred to Co. I August 23, '98. (In 
roster of Co. I his residence is shown as 
Misonville) 
Co. M, Second Regiment 
·-·----.-: ·- .. " ~ .... -__.__ ... _.._. 
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Lieut. J. D. W est. Li eut. W. T. Ellerbe. 
Company M, ~cond . Regiment 
BENJ. A. ROGERS, 58 years, Captain, farmer, Benn ettsville; enrolled Au-
gust 3, 'gS ; mustered in August 23 , '!)8. 
1. Jos. D. WEST, 29 yea rs, f irst Lieutenant, teacher, Soca,tc; enrolled !\fay 
I2, 'gS; mustered in September IO, 'gS; promoted from private Sep-
tember IO, 'gS. 
1. 'NM. T . ELLERDE, 25 years, Second Lieutenant, fa rmer, Jordanville; en-
roll ed August 24, 'gS ; mustered in August 24, 'gS. 
I. SIMON F. PARROTT, 24 years, First Sergeant, editor, Darlington; enrolled 
May 5, 'gS; mustered in May 14, '98; promoted from private Au-
gust 23, 'gS. 
1. ]As. K. McMILLAN, 37 years, Quartermaster Sergeant, fa rmer, Todds-
ville; enrolled August 6, '98; mu,tercd in August 6, '98. 
I. WM. L. GILLF.SPIE, 23 years, Sergeant, farme r, Kollock; enroll ed August 
I8, '98; mustered in A ugust 18, ·~. 
2. EDWARD A. VAUGHT, 23 years, Sergeant, farmer, Bucksville; enrolled 
August 6, '98; mustered in Augu't 6, '98. 
3. WM. W . !Rav, 27 years, Sergeant, farmer, S1ni1hville; enrolled Aug1i,t 
I8, '98; mustered in August 18, '\)8; promoted from private Decem-
ber 19, '98. 
4. CHARLEY M. LoNG, 2I years, Sergeant, farmer, Conway; enrolled August 
20, 'gS; mustered in August 20, 'gS; promoted from Corporal No-
vember I4, 'gS. 
I. ]No. M. HUNTER, 22 years, Corporal, farmer, Midway; enrolled July I9, 
'gS; mustered in July 19, 'gS. 
2. SEBA E. CANNON, 2I years, Corporal, farmer, Dongola; enrolled August 
6, 'gS; mustered in August 6, 'gS. 
3. HENRY C. CANNON, 25 years, Corporal, farmer, Haskell; enrolled August 
8, 'gS; mustered in August 8, '98; promoted from private November 
14, '98. 
4. ]AS. W. DRIGGERS, 22 years, Corporal, farmer, Smithville; enrolled Au-
gust I8, 'gS; mustered in August 18, '98; promoted from private 
January 27, '99. 
5. ROBT. L. 0LI:;ER, 23 years, Corporal, farmer, Toddsville; enrolled August 
6, 'gS; mustered in August 6, 'gS; promoted from private December 
14, 'gS. 
6. WILEY J. RHODES, 21 years, Corporal, printer, Darlington; enrolled Au-
gust 13, 'gS; mustered in August 13, '98; promoted from private 
April I, '99. 
I. MAHEM W. WILSON, 2e years, private, sawyer, Toddsville; enrolled Au-
gust 6, 'gS; mustered in August 6, 'gS. 
2. AUGUSTUS R. HARRELSON, 29 years, private, farmer, Howard; enrolled 
August 20, 'gS; mustered in August 20, 'gS. 
3. SAML. C. LoNG, 19 years, private, farmer, Conway; enrolled Au;:ust 20, 
'gS; mustered in August 20, 'gS. 
4. HENLEY J. BROWN, 19 years, private, farmer, Withers; enrolled August 6, 
'gS; mustered in August 6, 'gS. 
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5. ]NO. W . RusH, 27 years, private, engineer, Cobbs; enrolled August 12, 
'98; mustered in August IJ, '98. 
6. ROLAND C. ATKINSON, 18 years, private, farmer, Swift Creek; enrelled 
August 13, '98; mustered in August IJ, '98. 
7. ANSEL BRIDGES, 18 years, private, farmer, Brownsville; enrolled August 
4, '98; mustered in August 4, '98. 
8. WM. A. BRIDGES, 42 years, private, farmer, Brownsville; enrolled Au-
gust 4, '98; mustered ii) August 4, '98. 
9. Ruvus B. BRUTON, 23 years, private, farmer, Forney; enrolled August 12, 
'98; mustered in August 12, '98. 
IO. WALTO. W. BRUTON, 27 years, p rivate, laborer, Forney; enrolled August 
12, 'g8; mustered in August 12, '98. 
II. W11.. F. CANNON, 22 years, private, farmer, Gideon; enrolled Aue:ust 8, 
'98; mustered in August 8, '98. 
12. WESTON G. COLLINS, 19 years, private, farmer, Socaste; enrolled August 
6, '98; mustered in August 6, '98. 
IJ. ]AS. H . COVINGTON, J9 years, private, farmer, Covington·; enrolled August 
4, '98; mustered in August 4,' '98. 
I4. GIO. E . DUSENBURY, 2I years, private, farmer, Conway; enrolled August 
6, '98; mustered in August 6, '98. 
15. MYllIC DUSENBURY, 21 years, private, farmer, Socaste; enrolled August 
8, ~98; mustered in August 8, '98. 
I6. WM. D. EDWARDS, 19 years, private, farmer, Conway; enrolled August 6, 
'98; mustered in August 6, '98. 
17. GEO. ELLENBURG, 21 years, private, farmer, Pelzer; enrolled August 5, 
'98; mustered in August 5, '98. 
18. WM. H. GRANGER, 22 years, p<ivate, farmer, Harold; enrolled August 12, 
'98; mustered in August 12, '98 . . 
19. RETURN P. HARDWICK, 21 years, private, farmer; Adrian; enrolled Au• 
gust 20, '98; mustered in August 20, '98. 
20. OLIVER M. HARRELSON, 2J years, private, farmer, Conway; enrolled Au-
gust 2o, '98; mustered in August 20, '98. 
21. CHAS. H. HoLSENBACK, 21 years, private, machinist, Langley; enrolled 
August 16, '98; mustered in August I6, '98. 
22. ALLISON ]ACORS, 27 years, private, farmer, Bennettsville; enrolled August 
4, '98; mustered in August 4, '98. 
2J. HY!l{AN P. JEFFCOAT, 21 years, private, farmer, Witts Mill; enrolled Au-
gust I7, '98; mustered in August I7, '98. 
24. MATHEW T. JORDAN, I8 years, private, farmer, Haskell; enrolled August 
II, '98; mustered in· August II, '98. 
25. ]NO. S. LEE, 24 years, private, farmer, Conway; enrolled August 20, '98; 
mustered in August 20, '98. 
26. FREDERICK C. LEWIS, 19 years, private, laborer, Adrian; enrolled August 
I2, '98; mustered in August I2, '98 
27. ] ABEZ H. LoNG, 26 years, private, farmer, Adrian; enrolled August 8, '98; 
mustered in August 8, '98. 
28. RoBT. ]. LuNNEY, 20 years, private, student, Darlington; enrolled May 5, 
'98; mustered in May I4, '98; transferred from Co. A August 2J, 
'98. 
29. CHAS. H.gMURRELL, 2J years, private, laborer,, Conway; enrolled August 
8, '98; mustered in August 8, '98. 
30. ED. W. McCRACKEN, 20 years, private, farmer, Conway; enrolled August 
8, '98; mustered in August 8, '98. 
3i. THOS. A. McQuAGE, 29 years, private, farmer, Bennettsville; enrolled 
August 4, '98; musiered in August 4, '98. 
32. ]EsSE E. NixoN, 27 years, private, farmer, Nixonville; enrolled August 
20, '98; mustered in August 20, '98. 
33. ]As. W. NoR111s, 20 years, .private, farmer, Chadburn, N. C.; enrolled 
August 6, '98; mustered in August 8, '98. 
34. GEO. T. OLLIVER, 2I years, private, farmer, Toddsville; enrolled August 
6, '98; mustered in August 6, '98. 
35. WY.. A. SESSIONS, 30 years, private, farmer, Adrian; enrolled August 20, 
'98; mustered in August 20, '98. 
J6. ] AS. W. SHIRAH, 21 years, private, farmer, Harrell; enrolled August 2, 
'98; mustered in August 2, '98. 
37. WM. T . SPRINGS, I8 years, private, farmer, Loris; enrolled August 20, 
'98; mustered in August 20, '98. 
38. ]No. G. STANLEY, 20 years, private, farmer, Lois; enrolled August 12, '98; 
mustered in August 12, '98. 
39. JESSE W . STANSELL, 32 years, private, farmer, Port Shoals; enrolled July 
21, '98; mustered in July 2I, '98. 
40. WM. M. STEADLEY, 2I years, private, farmer, Colson; enrolled August 8, 
'98; mustered in August 8, '98. 
41 . ALBERT R. TEDDER, 20 years, private, farmer, Kollock; enrolled August 
18, '98; mustered in August 18, '98. 
42. MURRAY L. TEDDER, 18 years, private, farmer, Kollock; enrolled August 
18, '98; mustered in August ·18, '98. 
4J. MORGAN TINDAL, 23 years, private, farmer, Smiths Mill; enrolled August 
II, '98; mustered in August II, '98. 
44. HOSEY M. Tonn, 21 years, private, farmer, Hammond; enrolled August 
20, '98; mustered in August 20, '98. 
45. Jos. R. TUCKER, 19 years, private, farmer, Conway; enrolled August 6, 
'98; mustered in August 6, '98. 
46. MosEs P. TYLER, 28 years, private, farmer, Bayboro; enrolled August 20, 
'98; mustered in August 20, '98. 
47. Gw. W. WATTS, 22 years, private, laborer, Conway; enrolled August 20, 
'98; mustered in August 20, '98. 
48. THOS. E. W1sE, 19 years, private, farmer, Conway; enrolled August 6, 
'98; mustered in August 6, '98. 
49. ZACHARIAH WOOTEN, JO years, private, machinist, Timmonsville; en-
rolled August 23, '98; mustered in August 23, '98. 
50. ISAAC C. BROWN, 26 years, private, farmer, Withers; enrolled August 20, 
'98'; 'mustered in August 20, '98; discharged Havana January 16, '99. 
51. SOLAN F, HUGHES, 25 years, Corporal, farmer, Chadburn, enrolled Au-
gust ·8, '98; mustered in August 8, '98; discharged Savannah De-
cember 17, .'g8. 
52. SAML. E. HUGHES, 26 years, private, farmer,. Chadburn; enrolled August 
6, '98; mustered in August 6, '98; discharged Fort McPherson 
February 4, '99. 
53. LAMAR HUNTER, 2I years, private, farmer, · Darlington; enrolled August 
15, '98; mustered in August 15, "98; discharged Sava.nnah December 
18, '98. 
s~. CONLEY MELTON, 27 years, private, farmer, Smithville; enrolled August 
181 '98; mustered in August 18, '98; discharged Savannah December 
26, '98. 
55. HENRY PREVOST, 33 years, private, farmer, Smoaks; enrolled August 18, 
'98; mustered in August 18, '98; discharged Savannah December I2, 
'98. 
56. ]As. M . ·p~E.VOST, 24 years, private, farmer, Smoaks; enrolled Augt1't I7, 
'98; mustered in August I7, '98; discharged Branchville l\Iarch 
II, '99. 
57. ] AS. W . THORP, 23 years, Corporal, blacksmith, Marlow; enrolled August 
20, '98; mustered in August 20, '98; discharged Marlow, S. C., 
March 29, '99. . 
58. WALTER K. WEST, 25 years, Sergeant, farmer, Socaste; enrolled May 14, 
'98; mustered in May 14, 'gS; discharged Savannah, Ga., December 
I4, '98. 
59. WM. B. HARRON, 22 years, private, laborer, Bamberg; enrolled August 
i3, "98; mustered in August 13, '98; discharged Savannah, Ga ., Oc · 
tober JO, '98. 
6o, WM. L. LAWHORN, 27 years, private, farmer, Timmonsville; enrolled Au-
gust IO, '98; mustered in August IO, '98; discharged Washington, 
D. C., December I4, '98. 
61. FREDERICK E. GIBSON, · 20 years, private, prmtet, Bennettsville; enrolled 
May I2, '98; mustered in May 14, '98; discharged Columbia Sep-
tember x2, '98. 
62. ARTHUR McCULLOUGH, 30 years, private, farmer, Walhalla; enrolled May 
I9, '98; mustered iq May.20, '98; discharged Jacksonville, Fla., '98. 
63. BEN. 'MAGIL, 28 years, private, farmer, Due West; enrolled Augµst 5, '98; 
mustered in August 5, '98; transferred to band September 20, 98. 
64. ]No. E. McBRIDE, 19 yearS, private, book-keeper, Abbeville; enrolled May 
5, '98.; mustered in May 14, '98; transferred from Co. A August 
23, '98. 
65. HAMILTON 0. SHULER, 39 years, private, farmer, Wells; enrolled May 5, 
'98; mustered in May 20, '98; transferred from Co. C August 23, '98, 
o6. RASMUS STEVENS, 21 years, private, fa.rmer, Smoaks; enrolled August I3, 
'98; mustered in August x3, '98; transferred to Co A September 
20, '98. 
67. GEO. W. STOKES, 23 years, private, farmer, Lamar; enrolled May 5, '98; 
mustered in May 14, '98; transferred to U. S. Hospital October 
6, '98. 
68. FRANK P. SWAN, 28 years, private, farmer, Effingham; enrolled May 13, 
'98; mustered in May I4, 'g8; transferred to Hospital Corps Octo-
ber JO, '98. 
6g. ERVIN W. METTS, 22 years, private, farmer, Izlar; enrolled August 16, 
'gS; mustered in August 16, '98; died of disease November 7, '98. 
70. ]ESSE FULLER, 20 years, private, mill hand, Spartanburg; enrolled August 
6, '98; mustered in August 6, '98. 
71. ]!'lo. W. KING, 34 y~ars, private, laborer, Bayboro; enrolled August II, 
'98; mustered in August 'II, '98. 
72. LEONARD H. WHITEHEAD, 23 years, private, laborer, Greenville; enrolled 
June 8, '98; mustered in June 8, '98; transferred from Co. B August 
23, '98. 
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FROM MOUTH TO INK: 
HISTORY OF HORRY COUNTY'S NEWSPAPERS 
Anita Renee Jackson 
History 492 
University of .South Carolina at Coastal 
April 17, 1973 
PREFACE 
In researching the history of Horry County's newspapers, the primary 
objective is to reveal how and by whom each of the papers was originated. 
However, resources concerning this subject are very limited, thus forcing 
the writer to resort to personal interviews as the basis of the information. 
The following people willingly devoted their time as to the discussion of the 
subject: 
MARK GARNER: Mayor of Myrtle Beach, South Carolina; owner and 
publisher of Sun News, Field and Eerald, and Li>ris Sentinel. 
HORACE CARTER: owner and publisher of Tabor City Tribune; owner 
of the Atlantic Publishing Company; 1953 Pulitzer Price winner 
for his editorial campaign in the Tabor City Tribune against the 
Ku Klux Klan. 
PAULINE LOWMAN: owner and editor of the North Myrtle Beach Times; 
1971-72 Career Woman of the Year of the Grand Strand area for 
her establishment of the Times. 
BERTIE W. JENKINS: managing editor of The Grand Strand Journal. 
The history of the papers will be categorized as to the geographical area 
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in which each originated. The five areas in sequence of discussion will be Conway, 
Myrtle Beach, North Myrtle Beach, Loris, Aynor. 
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CONWAY 
On March 14, 1861, the first edition of the Horry Dispatch,. Horry 
District's first newspaper was published in Conwayboro by the Gilbert and 
Darr Publishing Company.
1 
According to J. A.Norton, N. G. Osteen, then 
eighteen years of age, began the printing and editing, but by April, 1861, 
e.ditorship had passed to Joseph T. Walsh. The editorial and financial business 
thenceforward remained separated. The U. S. naval blockade caused the news-
paper to be shortened to one-half sheet and by August, 1862, the blockade 
created such a shortage in paper that the newspaper ceased to exist. 
The Dispatch was printed on rag-contest paper, was six columns wide, 
and costs $2. 00, in advance, per year. Advertising, costing$ • 75 per square 
for continued ads, came from local merchants and popular commission houses 
in Wilmington, North Carolina, and Charleston, South Carolina. 
2 
With the cessation of publication in August, 1862, Horry District once 
more became the only district in South Carolina without a newspaper. It became 
the task of an outside interest to re-establish an Horry journal. S. E. McMillan 
of Marion, South Carolina, in 1868, began the Horry Sentinel. Lack of financial 
support caused its failure in February, 1869, whereupon E. P. Bolton and 
1. Horry Dispatch, May 9, 1861. 
2. Horry Dispatch, May 9, 1861; James A. Norton, "The History of 
Horry County", unpublished typewritten MS,. Horry County Memorial Library, 
C.1935. 
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Thomas W. Beaty "fee·ling the necessity for the publication of a newspaper 
in our County as a medium for disseminating news, and the advancement 
and cultivation of intelligence" purchased the entire operation, renaming 
it the Horry Weekly News. 
3 
Bolton died tragically less than a year after 
the first printing and Beaty, who had shared in the purchase only as an 
interested citizen-supporter, assumed the position of publisher and editor. 
The editor of the Horry Weekly News in the next eight years used his journal 
Page 25 
as a mouth piece for economic improvement and diversification in the secluded 
county. Horry County apparently did not have enough "pride to show to the 
world that she was not in the present progressive race for intelligence ••. 
making rapid strides throughout the world114 because lack of local support from 
subscribers and advertisers along with Beaty' s numerous civic activities caused 
the discontinuance of the Horry Weekly News in late 1877 or early 1878. At the 
time of its discontinuance, the neighboring counties of Georgetown, Marion and 
Williamsburg supported two papers each. However, these papers had merchant 
5 
support and the Horry Weekly News had none. 
There is some question as to whether or not Landy Wood bought the Horry 
Weekly News from Beaty or if he began an entirely new operation. Trere are 
3. Horry Weekly News, September 2, 1876. 
4. Ibid. 
s. Ibid. 
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two reasons for this uncertainty. First, there are no publically available 
issues of the Horry Weekly News after March 31, 1876, nor are .. there any 
copies of the first twenty-five Horry Telephone editions, with issue number 
one probably coming March 16, 1878. Secondly, when Wood announced his 
intention of selling his six column paper, he stated that the "material is 
all nearly new, having been in use for only two years ••• "
6 
James W. Ogilvie obtained the Telephone franchise and possibly to 
cause greater support and to indicate its purpose, changed the name of the 
county's only newspaper to The Horry Progress. 
7 
Until July 22, 1886, 
l 
Ogilvie' s weekly remained the only local source of information in Horry. 
On the above date, The Herald Publishing Company, a joint-stock concern 
headed by Burroughs and Collins, Tolar and Hart, and members of the Beatys, 
began the Horry Herald. The Herald, edited by Dr. Evan Norton, and The 
Progress continued as rival operations until January, 1887, when Burroughs 
and Collins foreclosed the latter's mortgage. Ogilvie contended that the 
demise came after the "battle for industrial and agricultural development 
had been fought and victory won ••• "
8 
Financial troubles also plagued the early years of the Herald as they 
had the .previous journalistic efforts. O. 0. Watts served as an authorized 
6. Horry Telephone, April 3 , 188 0. 
7. Horry Herald, November 25, 1909. 
8. Horry Herald, January 20, 1887; November 25, 1909. 
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bill and subscription collector in the months before the publishing company 
sold the business to E. W. Nolley, who hoped to gain more subscribers and 
publish a paper which, through notes from citizens, would tell of happenings 
throughout the county. 
9 
Nolley edited and published the money-plagued 
10 
paper for five years, selling out October 19, 1899, to J. A. McDermott. 
Henry H. Woodward, Sr., procured the four page journal in 1900 from 
McDermott and built it into .an advocate of industrial and agricultural 
development that newspapermen from Beaty to McDermott had tried to create. 
Woodward maintained complete control of the paper until his death on July 11, 
1954. 11 At that time, the business became the property of his children. 
They eventually sold it to Lem Winesett, the owner of the Marion Star. The 
Herald was experiencing pecurtiary difficulties when the Sun Printing Company 
purchased it from Winesett in August, 1961. 
12 
Page 27 
The history of the Conway Field from its beginning until 1920 is uncertain. 
It is definite that it was in operation by 1903 with James H. Rice, Jr., the former 
9. Horry Herald, March 1, 15, 1894. 
10. Horry Herald, October 19, 1899. 
11. Dahlia Moore, "Lawyer, Editor, Farmer: Henry Holmes Woodward, 
Sr.," Independent Republic Quarterly, {April, 1968), 12. 
12. W. Horace Carter, private interview, Tabor City, N. C., April 9, 
1973; "Newspaper's Growth Parallels that of the Town," Strand '65 Historical 
Progress Edition, supplement to Myrtle Beach Sun-News, (October, 1965); 9. 
Catherine Lewis in the April, 1968, Independent Republic Quarterly listed the 
Horry Monitor (1892) and the Independent Republic (c.1895) as short-lived 
newspapers. Apparently no copies of these papers are in existence today. 
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13 
editor of the Columbia Evening News, as its editor. However, the later 
editions of the Field hints that the newspaper may have been started in 
14 
either 1900 or 1901. Evidence to substantiate either of these dates has 
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not been uncovered. When Rice moved his editorial affiliation to Georgetown 
in 1905, a recent graduate of Wake Forest College, Edwin J. Sherwood, pur-
chased the journal and maintained this position until his election to the South 
Carolina Legislature. At that time he reportedly sold his interest. P. W. 
Bethea followed as editor. 
15 
The shadow of the multi-faceted Colonel D. A. Spivey hangs over the 
Field's early history. Proof exists that he had interests in the early Field, 
but the dates are unconfirmed. He may have begun the paper, sold it to 
Sherwood and then reclaimed it. Nevertheless, in 1920, B. St. L. Sommerlyn, 
a line printer for the Field, and his wife, assumed operation of the Field. 
They ran this newspaper for thirty-two years and in 1936, also began publi-
cation of The Horry County News (Loris) from their Conway plant.
16 
The Sommerlyns sold the two papers to the Atlantic Publishing Company 
(with H. Carter and M. Garner as co-partners) in June, 1952. The first 
13. "James H. Rice, Jr~," Who's Who in South Carolina, 1934-1935, 
edited by W. S. Otsey, (Columbia: Current Historical Association; 1935), 
p. 396. 
14. Conway Field, June 5, 1952; July 29, 1964. 
15. Horry Herald, February 21, 1942. 
16. Conway Field, June 5, 1952; Carter interview. 
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editorial of the newly-owned enterprise stated that its policy would be to 
pump new life into the management and build an active community-oriented 
. . 17 
organ1zat1on. 
When the Atlantic Publishing Co. bought the Field, the owners paid 
the descendants of D. A. Spivey $5, 000. 00 to relinquish any claims to the 
Field as there was some uncertainty as to the outright ownership of the 
Sommerlyns. 
18 
Publishers Carter and Garner expanded the size of the 
paper from six to seven columns and for a time in the mid-fifties published 
. kl 19 semi-wee y. 
When Carter and Garner amicably dissolved theirpa·rtnership in 1957, 
the latter bought control of the Field and the Myrtle Beach Sun. Garner's -- --
Sun Printing Co. purchased the Horry Herald in 1961 and, in an effort to 
create one better news journal from two adequate ones,. combined the two 
Conway publications on July 29, 1964. Printing of the Field and Herald was 
. 1 h h . 20 shifted to Myrt e Beac at t e same time. 
The Field has had only two editors since 1952. Present editor Eldridge 
Thompson held the same capacity from 1953 until February, 1955. He left 
17. Carter interview. 
18. Conway Field, June 5, 1952; July 8, 1954. 
19. Carter interview. 
20. Conway Field, July 29, 1964; Mark Garner, private interview, 
Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, April 12, 1973. 
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his position as roving reporter for the News and Courier in June, 1960, to become 
editor of the Myrtle Beach Sun-News. The illness of Larry Boulier caused 
Thompson to temporarily serve as editor in late 1963. Garner announced 
Thompson's appointment to dual editorship of the Field (soon to become the 
Field and Herald) and Sun-News in February, 1964. Thompson has held the 
Field and Herald editorship since that time. 
21 
Larry Boulier served as editor in 1952 and from 1955 until resiging 
22 
on September 30, 1963. 
In November, 1972, the first releases of a newly formed paper, the 
Horry Free Press, were distributed. This small four-page newspaper was 
owned and published by Heyward Ammons of Horry Printers. Ammons also 
served as editor, while Tate Bennett of Conway served as associate editor. 
h · h · · h f b · d" · d 23 However, at t e present time, t e paper 1s 1n t e process o emg 1scontmue • 
21. Corw ay Field, February 2, 1964. 
22. Ibid. 
23. Heyward Ammons, private interview, Conway, South Carolina, 
April 8, 19 73 • 
.. 
-
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MYRTLE BEACH 
J. T. W:iil.cox began the first journalistic endeavor in 1927 when he 
prepared and edited the Myrtle 1;3each News of C.harrning Myrtle Beach, a 
mimeographed news bulletin. Out of.this initial effort came the Myrtle 
Leaf, a monthly news leaflet edited by W:iil.cox and printed by William P. 
li h li 
24 
Jacobs of C nton, Sout Caro na. 
The first genuine Myrtle Beach newspaper was Clarence Macklen's 
Myrtle Beach News. Macklen and his brother-in-law, C. L. Phillips, 
operated the business from its conception in June, 1935, until April, 1946, 
when they sold it to William A. Kimbel. Kimbel' s involvement in govern-
mental affairs necessitated the sale of the News in 1949. Durirg his three 
years as publisher, Kimbel enlarged and upgraded the paper. 
25 
In February, 1949, the publisher of the Mullins Enterprise, James L. 
Platt, acquired the improved News and printed it weekly for five years. 
From February, 1954, to mid-1958, W. L. Harrelson, a Myrtle Beach native 
owned and operated the News. The paper was converted a year later from a 
weekly to semi-weekly, and finally in an experimental venture, became the 
upper coastal area's only daily newspaper. 
Harrelson's association with the newspaper ended in 1958 when legal 
litigation provoked the paper to go into several receiverships. The Chicora 
24. Henry T. Willcox, 
Hermit, Clarke Willcox, ed. 
Company, 1967), p. 134. 
25. Strand '65, p. 9. 
26. Ibid. 
"Growing Up with Myrtle Beach," Mus£fis of a 
(Charleston: Walker, Evans and Cogswe 
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Publishing Co. eventually bought the troubled journal at a receiver sale and 
Platt, because of some outstanding mortgages, assumed publication for 
some months. The Hall Newspaper Syndicate purchased the paper in 1959 
and supplied it with its editor and si;aff. Mark Garner and the Sun Printing 
. h . 61 27 Co. obtamed t e News 111 August, 19 . 
A challenger to the Myrtle Beach News appeared in June, 1950, in the 
form of the Myrtle Beach Sun. The Elm was published by the Atlantic Pub-
lishing Company, a business partnership of two enterprising young men, W. 
Horace Carter and Mark Garner. 
In 1954, the Ocean Beach News, obtained by the Atlantic Publishing 
Co. merged with the Sun. When Garner and Carter dissolved their partner-
ship in 1957, the former bought control of the Sun and at the same time began 
the Sun Printing Co. As mentioned above, the two weeklies were merged in 
1961. The Sun was printed in Tabor City from 1950 until the purchase of 
the Conway Field operation in 1952. It was not until 1964 that the Sun 
Printing Co. moved its newspaper printing operations from Conway to 
28 
Myrtle Beach. 
January 2, 1958, marks the date of the fii:stpublication of the Myrtle 
Beach Air Force Base News, a military newspaper of Myrtle Beach. The 
weekly paper, which still remains a tabloid function of about 16 pages, is 
published by the Sun Printing· Co. It is circulated exclusively for the interest 
2 7. Mark Garner interview. 
28. Ibid; Strand 165, p. 9. 
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of Myrtle Beach Air Force Base personnel, but is in no way connected with 
the Department of the Air Force. 
29 
Through the years, the newspaper's 
name has been altered several times so as to reflect the function of the 
base. It was first renamed the Sentry Sentinel, and later the presently 
30 
known Strand Sentry. 
The Myrtle Beach Journal had its beginning on December 16, 1971. 
At the time of this first publication, William Parker was the owner and 
William E. Black was editor. In May, 1972, Black left the Journal and his 
position was occupied by Henry 0. Counts in August of that same year. 
Counts remained with the paper until February 1, 1973. The paper's name 
was modified on July 27, 1972, to the Grand Strand Journal. The modification 
in name was thought to give the journal a better coverage of the entire Grand 
Strand. In September, 1972, the paper was diversified from standard size 
publications to tabloid publications. They remained in this fashion for only 
a month when a public opinion poll was taken in which the subscribers ex-
pressed their desire for the Journal to return to standard size. Since Counts 
left the paper in February, 1973, it has been functioning without an editor. 




29. Strand Sentry, April 7, 1973. 
30. Mark Garner interview. 
31. Bertie W. Jenkins, private interview, April 12, 1973. 
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NORTH MYRTLE BEA CH 
The history of the newspapers of the North Myrtle Beach area dates 
back to 1950. Joseph E. Bone, who had earlier worked for the Myrtle Beach 
News as a foreman printer, published and edited the first gazette on 
. li . h 31 h 0 f 0 • F~bruary 24, 1950, tit ng it T e Long Bay News. T is irst issue was 
32 
approximately ten pages long an:d was in full size form. The North Myrtle 
Beach area included Ocean Drive, Windy Hill, Cherry Grove and Crescent 
Beach, and Bone, in an effort to consolidate the thoughts and interests of 
the four communities, renamed the weekly The Ocean Beach News. 
33 
This 
change took place between the months of March and July, as the first edition 
of The Ocean Beach News was released on July 4, 1950. With this change in 
name occurred a conversion in the paper's size. It was converted from the 
standard size to tabloid f orm. 34 However, on November 22, 1950, the paper 
d . . . 1 . 35 reverte to its origma size. 
31. Mark Garner interview. 
32. Long Bay News, February 24, 1950. 
33. Mark Garner interview. 
34. Ocean Beach News, July 4, 1950. 
35. Ocean Beach News, June 16, 1950. 
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In 1953, the Atlantic Publishing Co. bought the Ocean Beach News due to 
a financial conflict between the company and the editor. 
36 
Therefore, in 
April, 1953, the last issue of the Ocean Beach News, as an individual paper, 
· 
3 7 w· h' h h' G d S d d was published. 1t mt e next year, t 1s upper ran tran paper merge 
. 1 . d 38 with the Sun, as previous y mentione . 
Until February 24, 1971, no other newspaper publications existed 
39 
in the area of North Myrtle Beach. On the date above, Mrs. Pauline L. 
Lowman, a resident of North Myrtle Beach, published and edited the first 
North Myrtle Beach Times. Mrs. Lowman had no knowledge or prior experience 
in the newspaper business to guide her. The first issue was put out from a 
store with an uncovered cement floor and a twelve year old rra nual typewriter 
40 
was used for copy and a card table for layouts. After three weeks of pub-
lication, on March 19, 1971, Mrs . Lowman acquired full ownership. 
41 
The 
ownership had previously been shared with Wayne Sweatt. The first redaction 
of the weekly North Myrtle Beach Times was in full size form of 10 pages and 
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was published by the News Reporter Publishing Co. in \Nhiteville, North Carolina. 
3 6. Mark Garner interview. 
37. Ocean Beach News, April, 1953. 
38. Strand 165. 
3 9. Mark Garner interview. 
40. North Myrtle Beach Times, October 20, 1971. 
41. Ibid. 
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Don Appleton of Raleigh, North Carolina, was the paper's first subscl;"iber 
42 
and he paid the sum of $11. 00 for a two year subscription. 
The present Times is still managed, edited and owned by Mrs. Pauline 
October 1976 
L. Lowman. However, there has been some addition of staff members. The 
formate of the paper is basically the same and the number of pages has in-
. 43 h . creased over the two year period. T e paper, still published by News Reporter 
Publishing Co. in North Carolina, serves areas extending as far as Loris, 
Calabash and Litchfield Beach. 
44 
42. Pauline L. Lowman, private interview, North Myrtle Beach, 
South Carolina, April 8, 1973. 
43. North Myrtle Beach Times, April 4, 1973. 
44. Pauline L. Lowman interview. 
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LORIS 
Prior to 1936, there is evidence that a newspaper may m ve existed 
in the Loris area. The paper was thought to have been operated by Hal 
Tremble from Charlotte, North Carolina. However, there is a question 
as to whether or not he actually started the paper. Mr. and Mrs. B. St. L. 
Sommerlyn began the Horry County News in 1936. They had operated the four 
page, pictureless newspaper for sixteen years when they sold out to the 
Atlantic Publishing Co. Several months before the sale, the Loris merchants, 
with a strong desire for an advertising outlet, approached Carter and Garner 
in an attempt to organize a locally based paper. This paper resulted into the 
Loris Sentinel which operated on the auspices of the Atlantic Publishing Co. 
When the business transaction with the Sommerlyns occurred, the journals 
were merged under the masthead of The Horry County News and Loris Sentinel 
in order to maintain national advertising commitments. Later, the paper's 
name was condensed to The Loris Sentinel. 
45 
Carter severed his long association with the Sentinel when he sold it to 
Garner in April, 1973. 46 
45. Horace Carter interview. 
46. Conway Field and Herald, April 8, 1973. 
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AY N OR 
In November, 19 72, the first edition of The Aynor News Searcher 
was published as a "pilot effort" to supply the Town of Aynor with a 
community newspaper. Three English classes of Aynor High School, under 
the sponsorship of Mrs. Winston Mclver, prepared and edited the publication. 
The publication was funded by "Project Affect", a governmental program 
that exists at Aynor High School. 
The non-advertising Searcher was of full size formation and consisted 
of four pages. I ts printing or publishing company is the Marion Star in 
Marion, South Carolina. 
The second edition of the Aynor News Searcher was released in January, 
1973. There have been no continuing publications since the January issue. The 
paper, in conjunction with the journalism classes, will continue its service 
to the community in the fall term of the school year 1973-74, when the 
"Project Affect" funds will be replenished. 
4 7 
47. Janet Jones, private interview, Conway, South Carolina, 
April 12, 1973. 
In conclusion, one might surmise that certainly our past and present 
newspapers have played a significant role in the history of Horry County. 
Some of the papers were successful, some not quite so successful. Perhaps 
it was these publications which gave Horry County its first pull out of the 
so-called "dark and backward way of life". From word of mouth to ink was 
a big step for Horry County. It was the step which enabled us to communicate 
with the outside world. 
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